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Leading manufacturer of respiratory

Having SAP Business One, Beas Manufacturing and
Produmex WMS all in on one, gives transparency on
everything that’s going on
Spasciani SpA is a leading company in breathing protection in Italy. They produce a wide range of respiratory protective devices,
addressing the needs of fire and rescue and police services, industry, utilities, petrochemical, shipping, offshore around the World.
Every possible risk associated with breathing has been addressed by Spasciani with a broad range of products, which have been
created, designed and produced with the sole aim of protecting human life.

protection devices
EMPLOYEES

40+
BOYUM SOLUTION

Beas Manufacturing, Produmex WMS,
B1 Usability Package,
B1 Print & Delivery
PARTNER

Var One Srl

Solution

Customer
Challenges
Challenges

•

Our business challenges were to
increase our market and expand
successfully into new ones. Prior to
implementing Boyum product we were
lack in efficiency in both production and
logistics and in order to move better and
forward there was the need to have
WMS and Production on the same
platform as SAP Business One offers.

•

The possibility of having all our technical
solutions on one database is the reason
why we decided to change the existent
ERP. The choice to give preference to
Boyum Solutions by moving to SAP
Business One was dictated by the fact that
we found their systems innovative and
dynamic. Furthermore, in our business,
trackability is crucial and the integration
between Beas and Produmex was
evaluated a great solution.

“having sap business one, beas and produmex all in on one, gives transparency
on everything that’s going on with all those in the company who are involved,
thus having an integrated system working smoothly with a single point of
contact if any issue arises.“
Andrea Spasciani / Managing Director, SPASCIANI SpA

Results
Results
•

•

Print and Delivery improved drastically the
efficiency of the Purchasing and Sales
departments, while Production and
Logistic have definitely seen the most
important impact in terms of reshaping
the processes and optimize efficiency
thanks to BEAS and Produmex.
it is evident that the entire team has no
more wasting time “managing” the ERP
issues, thus gaining much more time to
focus on business activities

